
GENESIS TO REVELATION ON A PAGE  

Our journey began at GENESIS through EXODUS. On the way, we 
saw LEVITICUS recording the NUMBERS of people of DEUTERONOMY, 
while JOSHUA was waiting at beautiful gate for JUDGES to see RUTH 
who was shouting “SAMUEL!” “SAMUEL!!” Because the FIRST and 
SECOND KINGS agreed with FIRST and SECOND CHRONICLES to visit 
EZRA, NEHEMIAH and ESTHER for the misfortune of JOB, their 
brother. They noticed that PSALMS was teaching his children 
PROVERBS concerning ECCLESIASTES and SONGS OF SOLOMON. This 
coincided with the period that ISAIAH and JEREMIAH were engaged 
in LAMENTATION along with EZEKIEL and DANIEL about the 
activities of fake prophets of their time. It was certain that HOSEA 
and JOEL were wondering why AMOS and OBADIAH laughing when 
JONAH was snoring when they traveled in the same ship with MICAH 
and NAHUM to Jerusalem for the harvest. While they were away, 
HABAKKUK visited ZEPHANIAH who introduced him to HAGGAI a 
friend of ZECHARIAH who was a close neighbor with MALACHI.   

Short after getting out of the old boat, MATTHEW, MARK, LUKE and 
JOHN came up with new ideas.  They informed ACTS their neighbors 
who consulted with ROMANS his prayer partner. It is unbelievable 
that the FIRST and SECOND CORINTHIANS were in a secret 
partnership with the GALATIANS. However, the EPHESIANS realized 
that the PHILIPPIANS was also interested in the deal. They both 
opened up to the COLOSSIANS who suggested to the FIRST and 
SECOND THESSALONIAN that they needed to inform the FIRST and 
SECOND TIMOTHY who had gone to the house of TITUS requesting 
him teach PHILEMON their younger brother HEBREWS language. 
When the whole matter blew open, JAMES demanded that FIRST and 
SECOND PETER should explain why FIRST, SECOND and THIRD JOHN 
did not tell JUDE about the REVELATION of our Lord Jesus Christ. 

Wow! This is a smart way to learn all the 66 books of the Bible  
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